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Can the outcomes of PISA 2015 contribute to evidence-based decision making in 

mathematics education? 

Gerry Shiel 

Drawing on data from the OECD’s Programme for International Assessment (PISA), which 

assesses mathematical literacy and other domains among 15-year olds in over 70 countries every 

three years, this paper explores the extent to which PISA outcomes in 2015 can be described as 

‘solid’ and hence contribute to evidence-based decision making. It identifies aspects of PISA that 

render its findings ‘solid’, but also points to pitfalls that arise in interpreting PISA outcomes 

related to achievement. The paper concludes by examining how PISA can contribute to thinking 

about the nature of evidence-based findings in mathematics education.  

Introduction 

A key feature of the educational landscape since 2000 has been the Programme for International 

Student Assessment (PISA), a study sponsored by the Paris-based Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) that assesses performance in mathematics, reading literacy 

and science among 15-year olds in over 70 countries every three years. In addition to administering 

tests to students, PISA administers questionnaires to students, their parents and their school 

principals. The student questionnaire asks about students’ socioeconomic status, their attitudes 

towards mathematics and other subjects, and their instructional experiences. This paper looks at 

performance outcomes in the two most recent PISA cycles – 2012, when mathematics was a major 

assessment domain, and 2015, when mathematics was a minor domain, and PISA moved from a 

paper-based to computer-based testing in most participating countries.  

Interest in the extent to which PISA provides ‘solid’ or ‘evidence-based’ findings arises because of 

the strong impact that PISA has on policy making in many participating countries. In Ireland, for 

example, a significant drop in performance in mathematics and reading literacy in PISA 2009 led to 

the implementation of a National Strategy to Improve Literacy and Numeracy 2011-2020 (DES, 

2011). The strategy set out a series of measures designed to improve performance, including plans 

to enhance initial teacher education, curriculum and assessment. In parallel with the Strategy, 

revised curricula in mathematics at post-primary level have been rolled out in a phased basis since 

2010 in an initiative known as ‘Project Maths’. This involves a strong focus on developing 

students’ conceptual understanding in mathematics, and on applying mathematical knowledge in 

solving problems in context using a range of methods. Ní Shuilleabháin (2013) described Project 

Maths as ‘a philosophical shift in Irish post-primary classrooms from a highly didactic approach 

with relatively little emphasis on problem solving towards a dialogic, investigative problem-focused 

approach to teaching and learning mathematics’ (p. 23).  

A key feature of the National Strategy is the inclusion of national targets for performance in PISA 

mathematics. In an interim review of the Strategy (DES, 2017), there are targets of 10.5% of 

students achieving below proficiency level 2 by 2020, and 12.0% achieving levels 5-6. The first of 

these is quite an ambitious relative to current performance (15% performed below Level 2 in 2015), 

while the second is more modest (11% performed at Levels 5-6 in 2015).  



Efforts to ensure that PISA findings are solid 

The procedures around the development of PISA survey instruments, including the mathematics 

test, are designed to ensure that findings can be relied on and used by participating countries to 

enhance teaching and learning, and raise performance standards. The development of the PISA 

mathematics test and scale encompasses the following:  

 An assessment framework is developed and published at the outset of each PISA cycle (e.g.,

OECD, 2013). The framework provides a definition of mathematical literacy in PISA, and

outlines the content areas (mathematical content categories) and processes to be assessed,

the contexts in which items are to be embedded and the item formats to be used. Items are

then developed in a way that ensures that all elements of the framework are adequately

addressed. The assessment framework is a key source of evidence to support the validity of

the PISA tests.

 Items based on the framework are submitted by countries, or are developed by the

consortium charged by the OECD with implementing PISA. Items are vetted by countries

for cultural and linguistic appropriateness and suitable items are forwarded for field trialling.

 The PISA field trial is conducted on a sample of 15-year olds in each participating country,

and the performance of items is assessed within and between countries. The outcomes of

both classical item analysis and item response theory scaling are taken into account in

determining the suitability of items. These items, along with any trend items not field-

trialled, are then used to compile test forms for the main study.

 Considerable effort goes into ensuring that items are scored accurately, using scoring guides

prepared by the PISA consortium. Many items are marked by two or four scorers, and real-

time indices of inter-rater reliability are used to guide the quality of scoring.

 The PISA main study is implemented. Quality control is a key aspect of the Main Study, as

countries are held accountable to quality standards (see below).

 Performance on PISA is scaled using Item Response Theory models and links with

performance on earlier rounds are established.

 A document, PISA Technical Standards (e.g., OECD, 2014), is issued in each cycle to guide 

countries in ensuring that their samples, response rates, security procedures, translation and coding 

practices are of a sufficiently high standard that their data warrants inclusion in international 

reports. For example, the 2015 Technical Standards indicate that response rates of 85% at school 

level and 80% at the student level are required. The achieved samples of countries failing to meet 

these criteria are examined in detail for potential bias. In some cases, countries have not been 

included in international reports because of low response rates (e.g., the Netherlands in 2000, and 

the UK in 2003).  

At the end of each PISA cycle, a technical report is prepared by the PISA consortium and is issued 

by the OECD (e.g., OECD, 2017). It details the procedures used in each aspect of the 

implementation of PISA, including sample design, field operations, quality control, survey 

weighting, scaling, proficiency scale construction, and coding reliability.  



 

 

The consortium charged with implementing PISA establishes expert groups for mathematics, 

science and reading literacy, and there is also a Technical Advisory Group, which advises the 

Consortium on its use of scaling and other procedures, and a Questionnaire Expert Group. These 

groups act as a further check on the quality of the PISA instruments and outcomes.  

Hence, PISA has taken several precautions to ensure the quality and solidity of its findings. 

Notwithstanding the fact that PISA assesses the mathematics that students require for life after they 

leave school (or mathematical literacy) and for future study, rather than mathematics based on 

school curricula, the steps taken to ensure that findings are solid are extensive.  

The introduction of computer-based assessment as a threat to the solidity of 

PISA findings  

Prior to 2015, PISA implemented computer-based testing in subsets of countries on an optional 

basis. In 2012, for example, mathematics was assessed on paper in all 65 participating countries, 

and on computer on an experimental basis in a subsample of 32 countries. In 2015, however, there 

was a shift to computer-based assessment in most participating countries, with 56 of 73 countries, 

including all 34 OECD member countries, administering PISA in this format. The remaining 

countries administered PISA on paper.  

The transition to computer-based testing in PISA presented some significant challenges for the 

OECD. A key component of PISA is the availability of trend data – that is, performance from one 

PISA cycle to the next must be placed on the same underlying scale so that average performance 

and performance across proficiency levels in each country and on average across OECD countries 

can be tracked from cycle to cycle. The task facing the OECD and its contractors1 was to establish 

the feasibility of linking performance on the 2015 computer-based tests to scales based on 

performance on paper-based tests in earlier cycles. This was further complicated by a requirement 

to continue to provide trend data for countries that administered PISA in paper-based form in 2015.  

There were several ways in which the transition to computer-based testing could have been 

managed, given the imperative to maintain trends. For example, all students (or equivalent samples 

of students) taking PISA 2015 could have been given paper-based and computer-based tests. Then 

trends could have been established with reference to performance on the paper-based measures and 

new computer-based scales could have been devised, based on the computer-based items, and used 

for trend analysis in the future. This would have eliminated any concerns about mode effects (an 

advantage or disadvantage arising from implementing PISA on computer).  

The approach taken by the OECD and its contractors was to make adjustments in 2015 based on 

how the same items performed on paper and on computer in the PISA 2015 Field Trial, which took 

place in all participating countries in spring or autumn 2014. In the case of mathematics, which was 

a minor domain, items used in earlier PISA cycles (i.e., trend items) were transferred from paper to 

computer, and equivalent representative samples of students from each country took the paper- and 

computer-based tests. Hence, the purpose of the mode study was to ascertain whether tasks or items 

                                                 

1 The lead contractor in PISA 2015 was the Educational Testing Service in the US. The lead contractor in all earlier 

cycles of PISA was the Australian Council for Educational Research.  



presented in one mode (i.e., paper) functioned differently when presented in another mode (i.e., 

computer) and vice versa. For the purpose of analysis, items were pooled across countries, as 

individual countries did not have sufficiently large samples of students to allow for reliable 

comparisons of individual items across modes, or for an analysis of item-by-country interactions. 

Where item parameters were judged to be ‘strongly invariant’ (that is, similar on paper and 

computer), item parameters were constrained to be the same in the 2015 Main Study (OECD, 2017). 

In the course of the Field Trial analysis, a subset of items showed mode effects. To account for 

these effects in the Main Survey, different item parameters were estimated for paired paper- and 

computer-based items. According to the OECD (2017, Chp. 7, p. 53), ‘this established an invariance 

model that assumes scalar or strong invariance for the majority of items and metric invariance for a 

minority of items for which difficulty differences were detected’. A correlation of .95 was found 

between paper-based and computer-based item parameters for mathematics in the Field Trial, 

further supporting a link between performance on computer-based tests in 2015 and paper-based 

tests in earlier cycles, as well as between computer- and paper-based tests administered in 2015.  

The PISA 2015 Field Trial yielded other interesting findings that applied to mathematics as well as 

other domains. For example, across countries, students taking the Field Trial tests on computer had 

significantly fewer omitted responses than students taking the paper versions. Furthermore, there 

were fewer effects of cluster positon on performance when tests were administered on computer 

(that is, items administered by computer were more likely to perform in the same way regardless of 

whether they appeared early or late in the test). However, as Jerrim et al. (in press) note, while the 

Field Trial did not yield large differences across modes for male and female students, no analyses 

were conducted to examine potential interactions with variables such as ethnicity or socioeconomic 

status. They also questioned the representativeness of the samples used in the Field Trial, which, in 

some countries, could be described as convenience samples. They viewed this as weakening the 

external validity of the results, given the implications for the adjustments made within Main Study 

scaling to enhance cross-mode comparability.  

Overall performance on PISA 2015 mathematics 

The PISA main study took place in all participating countries in 2015. The OECD issued two 

volumes of findings in December 2016 that included country mean scores in mathematics, and 

comparisons with performance in earlier cycles. The mean score of students in Ireland in 2015 was 

503.7 (OECD, 2016). This was significantly above the average across OECD countries (490.2), and 

was about the same as in 2012 (501.5), 2006 (501.5) and 2003 (502.8). Indeed, the only year in 

which average performance moved outside the 501-504 range was in 2009 (487.1).  

While the mean mathematics score of students in Ireland was stable in the transition to computer-

based assessment, a number of countries saw large declines in performance between 2012 and 2015. 

These included Korea (down 29.7 score points, though still well above Ireland at 517.4), Chinese 

Taipei (17.5), Hong Kong (13.3), Poland (13 points), and the Netherlands (10.7 points). On the 

other hand, a small number of countries experienced increases in achievement, including Sweden 

(15.7 points), Norway (12.4), the Russian Federation (11.9), and Denmark (11.1).  

It is noteworthy, however, that Norway, Denmark and the Russian Federation were among the 

countries with the highest use of computers by students in mathematics classes in PISA 2012 for 



purposes such as entering data on a spreadsheet, drawing a graph of a function, constructing 

geometric figures, re-writing algebraic expressions and solving equations (OECD, 2015). In 

contrast, Korea, Hong-Kong China and Ireland were among the countries with the lowest usage of 

ICTs by students in mathematics classes.  

The fact that Ireland’s overall performance on PISA 2015 is similar to 2012 can be interpreted in a 

number of ways:  

 It suggests that students in Ireland are equally adept as solving mathematical problems in

paper and computer-based formats; indeed, this would suggest that the mode of assessment

does not matter, at least for students in Ireland.

 It suggests that students in Ireland improved in their mathematics between 2012 and 2015,

but this improvement was largely hidden because of the transition to computer-based

testing.

The second of these seems the most likely. PISA 2015 was the first PISA cycle in which all 

students in Ireland’s sample had studied under the Project Maths syllabus. This interpretation is 

consistent with a finding that students in initial Project Maths schools (24 schools that had 

implemented Project Maths first) outperformed students in non-initial schools in PISA 2012 

mathematics (see Merriman et al. 2013), though the difference was relatively small (4 score points) 

and not statistically significant.  

A further relevant finding relates the optional computer-based assessment of mathematics 

administered as part of PISA 2012. In that assessment, students in Ireland had a mean score that 

was not significantly different from the corresponding OECD average score, despite achieving a 

mean score on paper-based mathematics that was significantly above the corresponding OECD 

average in the same year (Perkins et al., 2013). Hence, performance on PISA 2015 can be 

interpreted as being indicative of a possible improvement.  

Interestingly, the OECD has continued to hold the positon that mode effects in PISA 2015 

mathematics were small and did not impact on the performance of participating countries (OECD, 

2016, 2017). Implicit in this is the view that performance on computer-based assessment in 2015 

can be linked back to performance on paper-based assessment in earlier PISA cycles.  

Other threats to the solidity of PISA 2015 findings 

The transition to computer-based assessment in PISA is clearly one threat to the validity of scores 

reported by the OECD for PISA 2015 mathematics. However, there were several other changes to 

PISA 2015 which could also impact on the interpretation of outcomes, and hence the solidity of 

PISA findings. The changes – several of which occurred because a new consortium was contracted 

by the OECD to gather and analyse PISA data – include:  

 Changes in the assessment design – the design of PISA 2015 was modified to reduce or

eliminate differences in construct coverage for major and minor assessment domains for test

takers. In practice, this meant that fewer students took mathematics in PISA 2015, compared

with earlier cycles, but more mathematics items were included in the assessment, thereby

allowing for broader construct coverage.



 Changes in the calibration sample – prior to 2015, item difficulty in PISA was estimated

using the responses of students in the most recent cycle (e.g., in 2012, this comprised data

from students who took PISA in 2009). Moreover, the calibration sample in earlier cycles

comprised a random sample of 500 students per participating country. In 2015, item

parameters were re-estimated using all students in all participating countries in the previous

four PISA cycles. This change was implemented to reduce the uncertainty around estimates

of the item parameters used in calibration.

 Changes to the scaling model – in earlier PISA cycles, a one-parameter Item Response

Theory (IRT) model (with adjustment for partial credit) was used to scale performance. In

2015, item functions based on a two-parameter logistic IRT model for dichotomous data,

and a generalized partial-credit model for polytomous data were used in scaling data in the

case of new items, while functions based on a one-parameter model were used (as

previously) with trend items. Unlike its predecessor, the new approach does not give equal

weighting to all items when constructing a score, but assigns optimal weights to tasks based

on their capacity to distinguish between high- and low-achieving students.

 Changes in the treatment of differential item functioning across countries – where items

performed unexpectedly differently across countries, the calibration in 2015 allowed for a

number of country-by-cycle-specific item parameters. In previous cycles, items that showed

differential item functioning (e.g., because of differences across languages) were dropped

from scaling. The change in 2015 was intended to reduce the dependency of country

rankings on the selection of items included in the assessment (for a country) and hence

improve fairness (OECD, 2016).

 Changes in the treatment of not-reached items – in PISA 2015, not-reached items

(unanswered items at the end of a section, such as at the end of the first and second hour of

testing) were treated as not administered when estimating proficiency (i.e., scoring student

responses), whereas in previous PISA cycles they were treated as incorrect. A reason for this

change was to eliminate the opportunity for countries and test takers to randomly guess

answers to multiple-choice questions at the end of a section of the test. As in previous

cycles, not-reached items were treated as not administered when computing item parameters

(i.e., during scaling).

The OECD (2016) acknowledges that improvements to the PISA test design and to scaling in PISA 

2015 can be expected to result in reductions in link error (the error associated with particular sets of 

items used in a particular cycle) between 2015 and future cycles. However, it also acknowledges 

that the changes described above may result in increased link error between PISA 2015 and earlier 

cycles, as past cycles used a different design (paper-based assessment) and used different scaling 

procedures. Furthermore, the OECD (2016) acknowledges that the change in the treatment of not-

reached items could result in higher scores than would have been estimated in earlier PISA cycles 

for countries with many unanswered items.  



Conclusion 

The problem in terms of interpreting trend scores is that any of the changes implemented by the 

OECD and their contractors in relation to the design and scaling of PISA in 2015 could have 

impacted on the scale scores achieved by students. Interpretation becomes even more difficult when 

multiple changes are implemented, as these may interact with one another in complex ways. The 

OECD has sought to address this in a limited way by rescaling data from earlier PISA cycles using 

the methods implemented in 2015. Thus, in the case of Ireland, performance on PISA mathematics 

changed by +2 score points between 2012 and 2015 (see above), but, the change was 6.0 score 

points when newer scaling methods were applied to the 2012 mathematics data. On average across 

OECD countries, the impact of changes to scaling procedures was also reported to be small (a 

published drop of 3.7 score points between 2012 and 2015, and a drop of 2.5 score points following 

rescaling of the 2012 data) (OECD, 2016). For most countries, differences arising from re-scaling 

are within the error margins of the original difference scores reported by the OECD.  

While the readjustment of scores from PISA 2012 using the new scaling procedures implemented in 

2015 may go some way towards reassuring users that PISA outcomes are comparable over time, the 

sheer number of changes implemented in PISA 2015, including the change to computer-based 

testing, indicates that particular care should be exercised in interpreting PISA 2015 data.  

Efforts to improve the design and scaling of PISA 2015 also contain some lessons for efforts to 

generate solid data in mathematics education. On the one hand, solid findings can be obtained by 

implementing the same testing procedures and methodologies on multiple occasions (e.g., pre- and 

post-intervention). In the words of Beaton (1990), ‘when measuring change, do not change the 

measure’ (p. 165). On the other hand, at least in the case of longitudinal, multi-year surveys such as 

PISA, there is an ongoing need to build innovation into all aspects of the project to maintain 

relevance and deliver more robust measures for the future. One clear danger is that, when 

mathematics becomes a major assessment domain in PISA 2012, the construct measured will also 

change, as new items specifically designed to take advantage of the affordances computers, will be 

introduced for the first time.  
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